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The well-known steady state solution of nonlinear oscillatory circuits based
on the use of Fourier series, the so-called harmonic balance, is a powerful
method because of its wide applicability. Yet, this method has not only diffi.
culties to solve transcendental equations or algebraic equations of higher orders,
but gives no transient state solution. The harmonic approximation and the ex-
tended harmonic approximation defined in this report are linearization methods
which give approximations of steady state and transient state simultaneously.
Furthermore the method enables an unification and extension of miscellaneous
linearization methods.
§ I. Introduction
There are many analytic methods of solution
for nonlinear oscillatory circuits. The so-called
harmonic balancel), based on the Fourier expan-
sion, is a powerful method of wide applicability.
This method requires a process to solve tran-
scendental equations or algebraic equations of
higher orders and yet gives no transient state
solution.
The present report propose a new conception
of harmonic approximation (or harmonically
approximated system) of a nonlinear oscillatory
circuits. The harmonic approximation is based
on the harmonic balance and defined as a sys-
tem which is linear conditionally, and the solu-
tion has considerable accuracy of approximation
to the original system. The extended harmonic
approximation is also a conditionally linear sys-
tem which has much remarkable accuracy of
approximation to the transient state of the origi-
nal system.
The equation of harmonic approximation can
be solved simply by the use of an analogue com-
puter giving simultaneously steady state and
transient state solutions.
The report (I) deals mainly with steady state.
§ II. Definition of harmonic approximation
In this report, oscillatory circuits which have
periodic steady state solution are treated. In
general, equation of nonlinear circuits contains
a nonlinear term !(x, X, x,· .. ). Now we deal
with nonlinear term of the form !(x, x), be-
cause the calculations of the general form !(x,
X, x,···) can be made in almost the similar ways.
This nonlinear term ! is approximated by a
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linear function (,. (x, x) according to the follow-
ing process. Since it is assumed that x is peri-
odic for steady state,
"x=xo+ L::x", X,,=Xnm sin(nwt-O,,).
11=1
((x, x) is also a periodic function and expressed
by the following Fourier expansion:
-I (x, x)=Ao+L::A" sin (nwt-(J,,)
"-1
-+ L::B"cos (nwt-On),
n-l
where
1 [211"
AO=2rrJo Id(o)t),
1 ~2'"An=~ Isin(nwt-On)d(wt),
rr 01121<Bn= - I cos(ncut-!Jn)d(wt),
rr 0
I = t{xo+ I:x"msin(nwt-O,,),
n=1
'EI ncuXnmCOs(nwt-On)}.
Corresponding to the expansion of x, we take
the first n terms of!, and define it as the (0, I,
. .. n) harmonic approximation j,. of f. !" can
be expressed in terms of Xn as follows:
~ A o ~ An ~ B" .J"=~..ro+ ~ ~-xn+~~~-x"XO ,,-I x"... "-lnWX,,...
~ ( {1" . )
= aoxo+~ a"Xn + ~-x" ,
n-I ncv
where
ao=Ao/ Xo, lXn=An/ x"..., {1,,=B,,/ x"....
The system having !,. instead of j in the
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original system is linear conditionally and has
a steady state solution which is identical up to
the n-th harmonics with the original nonlinear
system. This system is defined as the "(0, 1,···n)
harmonic approximation" (or harmonically ap-
proximated system) of the original system. The
case where n=l, we name it simply the "har-
monic approximation" of the original system.
As to the transient solution, it will be shown
later that when the nonlinearity is not very
great, the harmonic approximation also gives a
good approximation for transient state.
Example 1
We take a ferro-resonant circuit represented
by the following equations:
{N¢+ Ri + fidt/ C=y2E sin wt
i=/(¢)=at>+b¢3.
It is known that the magnetic flux t/J has a
wave form very nearly sinusoidal. Accordingly
we assume t/J = ¢m sin (wt- (j). Substituting t/J
into i= !(t/J), we expand i into Fourier series
and from the series we take up the same funda-
mental frequency term as the flux. Then, we
obtain the harmonic approximation ill, for non-
linear element i :
i=I(¢)= I(¢m sin (wt-O))
= Al sin (wt-O) + A 3sin(3wt- .:'3) + ...
i,,=Alsin(wt-o)=Ad>/ <l>m= a¢,
where
a= l If (¢msin (wt-O»sin (wt-o)d (lOt)¢"",Jo
3 b 2
=a+ 4 Pm•
Therefore, the linear integro-differential equa-
tion for the harmonically approximated system
becomes as
N¢+Ra,!) + ~~atdt=Y2E sin lOt.
Example 2
We take a unsymmetrical nonlinear system
repesented by the following equations:
{
mx+ex+I(x) = p sin wt
l(x)=ax+bx2•
It is assumed that the solution consists of two
terms, namely oscillatory and non-oscillatory
term:
X=Xo+XI, Xl =xmsin(wt-{j), Xo: a term in-
dependent of time. Upon substitution of x into
!(x) , ! is expanded into Fourier series, and
from the series we take up the same funda-
mental frequency and non-oscillatory term as x.
Thus, !" becomes
where
1 J2'" b z
{
ao=-2 Id(wt)=a+bxo+-2XmXo H 0 Xo
1 2"'.
al =-_\ Ism(wt-0)d(o)t)=a+2bxoXm'lr Jo
1=I (xo+ xmsin (wt-O).
!" is the (0, 1) harmonic approximation. There-
fore the (0,1) harmonic approximation is ex-
pressed by a linear equation as
mx+ cX+aOXO+alxl = psinwt,
and according to the principle of harmonic bal-
ance we obtain
Example 3
We take a subharmonic oscillation represen-
ted by the following equations:
{
x+cX+ l(x)=P cos 3t
l(x)=x3.
It is assumed that a subharmonics ocour.
Hence, we assume the solution as
X=X I +X3, XI=Xlm cos (t-o J),
X3=X3m cos (3t-03).
Substituting x into !(x), we expand! into
Fourier series. We take up only the terms of
angular frequency 1, 3, thus, the (1, 3) har-
monic approximation !" becomes
I" = Al cos (t - 01) + BI sin (t - 01)
+A 3cos (3t - 03)+ B3sin (3t - 03)
Al B I • Aa B 3 •
=-X[--X1+-X3---X3
X1m X1m Xa", 3X3".
f3 • Pa .= alxl + IXI + aaXa + 3X3'
where
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1 121<a1=- fcos(t-0 1)dt
Xlnv'T 0
_ 3 2 3 2 , 3 (3)
- TXlm + 2X3m T TXlmX3m cos 91 - 03
-1 ~2" •Pl = - fsm(t-Ol)dt
X3m'lr 0
= ~ Xlmx3msin(3t1l - ( 3)
as =_1_f2;cos(3t-Oa)dt
Xam'lrJ0
3 2 + 3 2 + xi", (3 )
=-4Xam -2X 1». 4-COS 91-03Xam
-1 ~2" •(j3 =- fsm(3t-03)dt
X3m'lr 0
-X~m •
= -4- sm(3tll - Oa)
Xam
The (1, 3) harmonically approximated system
is given by following linear equations:
{
Xl + (e + {jl)Xl + alXl = 0
.. ( P3)' 3xs+ e+ 3 X +aaxa= pcos t.
Example 4
Oscillatory circuit containing a hysteresis
element is treated:
{
N¢+ Ri+ ~idt/C=..)ZEsinwt
i= f(¢).
As in example 1, we assume a solution in the
form ¢ = ¢",sin(wt-O). The harmonic approxi-
mation of nonlinear element f(¢) becomes
ill= Alsin(wt-o) +Blcon(wt-o) = aj + Ji;p,
w
where
1 12"a= - fsin(wt-o)d(wt),
¢m'lr 0
1 ~2"(j = ~ fcos(oJt -o)d(wt)
't'm'lr 0
f= f( msin(wt-C»).
Therefore, the harmonically approximated
system is given by the following linear equa-
tion:
N~+R(a¢+Ji¢)+C11(a<P+P-;P)dt
w J (V
=..)2E sin wt. (2)
§ III. Method of solution of the harmoni-
cally approximated system
Whil~ the harmonic approximation is express-
ed formally by a linear equation, its coefficients
are not constants. They must satisfy certain
relations with the amplitudes X nm of X n. The
solution requires therefore cumbersome calcula·
tions and sometimes insolvable by ordinary
analytic method. But, there is a great merit in
harmonic approximation that it permits the use
of an analogue computer in simple form. Owing
to its linearity, an analogue computer with only
linear elements is sufficient to solve the equation
of harmonic approximation. The troubles associ-
ated with nonlinear elements (multipliers, func-
tion generators etc.) are avoided. The solution
by an analogue computer includes both steady
state and transient state. The details of opera·
tion are explained in the following examples,
and the problem of the accuracy of the transient
solution will be treated in part (II) of the report.
Example 1
Symmetrical nonlinear element
{
mx+ ex+ f(x) = psinwt
f(x)=kx+bxa
Assuming x = X m sin (wl - 0), we obtain the
harmonically approximated system as
mx+ex+ax= p sin wt, (3)
where
1 12"a = X
m
7rJ!(x",sin (wt- 0» sin (wt - o)d«(vt)
=k+ ~ bx;•.
The solution of the equation (3) by analogue
computer is as follows. First we draw a graph,
Fig. 1 of a for x", from the above relation. The
computer diagram of the equation (3) is Fig. 2.
We assume certain value for Xm, then, we cal·
culate a for this Xm from the graph Fig. 1, and
we put the value into the po~entiometer a of
Fig. 2. The operation is begun, and we observe
whether the amplitude of steady solution agrees
with that of the first assumption xm• If it does
not agree, we take another value for X m , and
repeat such operations, untill we obtain the
agreement of the amplitude of the solution with
that of the first assumption.
This cut and try process requires only to
change some (in this case one) potentiometer.
Therefore, after a few trials, we can ob-
tain a sufficiently precise solution. Now, to
show an numerical example, we assume as
follow:;; ;
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Fig. 1. Relation between x", and
linearization parameter <t.
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0·3
'1 3
at = -(kim (time scale factor)
Figs. 3-4 show some of the results. Fig. 3
shows amplitudes of steady state. In Fig. 3, the
dotted line gives the exact solution by a com-
puter with multipliers and the solid line gives
the harmonic approximation. In Fig. 4, the ac-
tual results by a computer are given, that is,
a is the exact solution with multipliers and b
is the harmonic approximation.
From Figs. 3-4, we know that the harmonic
approximation becomes the approximation of
the exact solution even at transient state.
Fig. 2. Computer diagram of the equation (3).
e
vkm =0.17, b/k=0.133, p/k=0.8,
u= wj..j km,
-41
Fig. 3. Conparison between the exact solution
and the harmonic approximation.
Fig. 4. Comparison between the exact solution and the harmonic approximation.
Example 2
Unsymmetrical nonlinear element
{mx + ex + f(x) = psin wff(x)=kx+bx 2
It is assumed that the solution is
X=Xo+X] =xo+xm sin(wf-fJ).
Then, according to the equation (1) and x=x=O,
the (0, 1) harmonically approximated system is
expressed as follows:
m.t-+ex+ujx= psinwf+ujxo' (4)
Approximate Solution,of Nonlinear-Osrillatory Circuits (1)
Ref~ring aoxo=O and the above example 2, we
obtain
(k + bxo+ bx':n/2xo)xo = O.
Therefore, we get Xo for x'" and al from al = k
+2bxo and Fig. 5 successively. The computer
diagram of the equaticn (4) is Fig. 6.
J,X.
T
O'OIG
0'008
XItl
Fig. 5. Relations between x", and parameters
al!k, alxo/k.
Fig. 6. Coemputer diagram of the equation (4).
First we assume certain value for Xm, then,
we calculate al and alXO for this x'" from the
graph Fig. 5 and we put those values into the
potentiometer aI, mxo of Fig. 6. By cut and
try process as before, we repeat the operations,
untill we obtain the agreement of the amplitude
of the solution with that of the first assumption.
Now to show an numerical example, ,we assum~
as follows:
c
..Jkm=O.17, b/k=O.08, p/k=1.2,
U= wj..jk/m, at=..J'k/m.
Figs. 7-8 show some of the results. Fig. 7 showi:j
a steady solution. In Fig. 7, the sign X shows
the exact solution by a computer by multi,
pliers and the sign 0 shows the CO, 1) harmonic
approximation. In Fig. 8, the actual results with
a computer are given, that is, a is the exact
solution with multipliers and b is the (0,1) har-
monic approximation. We know that the (0,1)
harmonic approximations in Figs. 7-8 give good
approximation of the exact solution.
7
6
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0.4 0' 0·8 HI ,,2 ...~ " '
I ,
(4
Fig. 7. Comparison between the exact solution
and the harmonic approximation.
I SP-I04
ruIJ·a;ruzra;s;rt;zz·pn:g 'n'm;;r.;nrs;r
fig. 8. Comparison between the exact solution and the harmonic approximation.
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Example 3
Hysteresis element
We again deal with the above example 4. Thus,
the equation (2) gives the harmonically approxi-
mated system. First we draw a graph, Fig. 9 of
a, {j for pm from hysteresis loops of the iron-
core. The computer diagram of the equation (2)
is Fig. 10. We assume certain value for pm,
then, we calculate a, (j for this pm from Fig. 9.
By cut and try process as before, we repeat the
operations, untill we obtain the agreement of
the amplitude of the solution with that of the
first assumption. To show an numerical exam-
ple, we assume as follows:
R=1.12, C=40.8xlO- 6, N=242,
at=200.
lJ.,~
Figs. 11-12 show some of the results. Fig. 11
shows a steady solution. In Fig. 11, the dotted
line gives the experimental solution with a syn·
chroscope and the solid line gives the harmonic
approximation. In Fig. 12, the actual results are
given, that is, a is the exact solution and b is
the harmonic approximation. We know that the
harmonic approximations in Figs. 11-12 give
good approximations of the experimental solu-
tion.
Fig. 10. Computer diagram of the equation (2).
2000
cA..
Fig. 9. Relations between P'" and linearization
parameters a, fl.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between the exact solution
and the harmonic approximation.
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.. (a) (b)
Fig. 12. Comparison between the exact so\\!tion and the harmonic approximation.
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§ IV. Applications to autonomous systems
If there are periodic solutions, the harmonic
approximation is also applied to autonomous
systems. The periodic solutions of autonomous
system appear in the self-excited oscillation and
the conservative system. For example, the van
der Pol equation is treated:
x+ E ( -1 +x2) oX + X = O.
Assuming x=x",sinwt for the self-excited oscil-
lation, we obtain the harmonic approximation
j",= -ex+ ex;.,x,/4 for the nonlinear element
f (x, x) = e(-1+X2)X. The harmonically approxi-
mated system becomes
x+E(-1+ ~ x~).x+x=O.
To obtain the periodic solution of this system,
we must take as follows:
-1+ ~ x~=O, w=1, ... xm =2, w=l
That is, the harmonic approximation in steady
state is x=2 sin t. The damped oscillation will
be treated in part (II) of the report.
§ V. Conclusions
The essential points of the study are written
in the following items:
(1) The harmonic approximation of nonlinear
element, and the harmonically approximated
system of nonlinear system are defined.
(2) The linearization of nonlinear term is first
performed. Then, the nonlinear system is trans-
formed into the harmonically approximated sys-
tem, which is expressed by a linear integro-
differential equation.
(3) The harmonic approximation is similar to
the sa-called equivalent linearization. However,
there is a difference in those linearizations that
the harmonic approximation could be ap-
proached up to the n-th harmonics of the orig-
inal system.
(4) The calculation of the harmonic approxi-
mation with an analogue computer reduces to
the operations of solution of a linear integra-
differential equation with constant coefficients.
Therefore, both approximate solutions of steady
and transient state are simply obtained.
(5) The limit of the problems to be solved by
the harmonic approximation and the degree of
approximation in steady state theoreticaly agree
with those of the so-called harmonic balance
method.
(6) The harmonic approximation is also ap-
plied for the self-excited oscillation and the con-
servative system in autonomous system.
(7) The harmonic approximation in steady
state is the best approximation of nonlinear
element by the method of least squares. That
is,
This equation is simply obtained by the proper-
ty of Fourier series.
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